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Z ADVENTURE C2, C3 & C4
Frame bag
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This frame bag has been designed to accompany
all cycling adventurers, whether on road, gravel,
mountain bikes or hikers. Available in 3 volumes,
the Z Adventure C2, C3 and C4 can be mounted
on all bikes using the removable and adjustable
straps. The volumes are sufficient to carry a vest in
addition to the repair kit, a phone, a battery, a pair
of gloves... The size is to be chosen depending on
your needs but also depending on the space inside
your frame.

C3

UNIVERSAL MOUNTING - Attachment using
removable and adjustable self-gripping straps.
WATER REPELLENT - Water-resistant material
and zip.
WIDE OPENING - Better access to the content.
STORAGE - Inside zipped pocket.
SUSTAINABLE - Robust construction and material.
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BAGS

Z ADVENTURE C2

Z ADVENTURE C3

MATERIAL

Polyester 420D TPU

ZIP

Water repellent zip
Universal using self gripping straps

MOUNTING
DIMENSIONS
(L X W X H)

Z ADVENTURE C4

280 x 130 x 65 mm

430 x 115 x 65 mm

500 x 140 x 65 mm

WEIGHT

180 g

260 g

310 g

CAPACITY

2.2 L

3.3 L

4.2 L

REF.

7007

7008

7009
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BAGS

HANDLEBAR BAG 7L
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With a capacity of 7L, the Handlebar bag has been
designed to be used for bike rides or commuting.
This bag has several storage compartments, as
well as a clear window, card or phone holder. It is
ideal for transporting lightweight, small items such
as rain clothing and supplies. The bag can be easily
installed and removed from the handlebars and is
easy to carry using the shoulder strap. The Z front
mounting has a system that stops the bag from
pivoting towards the front.

WATER REPELLENT - Water-resistant material
and zip. Rain-cover.
LARGE LOAD VOLUME - Load volume of 7L.
Ideal for touring.
CLEAR WINDOW - Possibility of inserting a map,
a tablet or a phone.
UNIVERSAL MOUNTING - Mounting included
for all types of curve.
Z FRONT - Clip-on mounting with bag locking
and unlocking system.

MATERIAL
Polyester 420D TPU
DIMENSIONS
(L X W X H)
230 x 180 x 175 mm
WEIGHT
700 g / 860 g with fixation
MOUNTING
Z Front
CAPACITY
7L
ZIP
Water repellent zip
Ref. 7003

BAGS

Z ADVENTURE R5
Waterproof 5L saddle bag

MATERIAL
TPU 420D
(+ Polyester 640D
+ Hypalon)
DIMENSIONS (L X W X H)
370 x 70 -> 175 x 130 mm
WEIGHT
400 g
MOUNTING
Universal using self gripping
straps
CAPACITY
5L
ZIP
Folding closure
Ref. 7005

The Z Adventure R5 is a saddle bag designed to
carry a large volume of items without the need for
a rear rack. Equipped with several durable selfadhesive straps and anti-tear material on its base,
this bag attaches to the saddle rails and seat post
for optimal weight distribution on the bicycle. The 5L
volume is ideal for day-long outings or for training
in variable weather conditions. The Z Adventure R5
is a great alternative for those who don't want a
backpack. The folding closure and waterproof fabric
with heat-sealed interior can safely carry all the
equipment needed for a tour.

WATERPROOF - Heat-sealed waterproof material.
LARGE LOAD VOLUME - Load volume of 5L.
Ideal for long outings.
DURABLE - Reinforced material at the mounting
points to avoid rubbing and the risk of tearing.
UNIVERSAL - Adjustable and durable self-adhesive
straps.
EXTERNAL STRAPS - For the quick attaching
and storing of additional items.
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BAGS

Z AERO
Aerodynamic bag
for nutrition
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The Z Aero is a frame bag designed
for tri-athletes and cycling sports
people who want to carry their
food. The Z Aero is installed on the
front of the top tube, either using
non-abrasive, self-gripping straps,
or using screws. The leak-tight seal
guarantees protection when it rains.
The interior compartments optimise
storage and quick access.

WATER REPELLENT Water-resistant material and zip.
UNIVERSAL FITTING - Using self
gripping straps or screws.
REMOVABLE FRONT STRAP Several possible settings.
LIGHTWEIGHT Lightweight, resistant material.
COMPARTMENTS - Easy storage.

MATERIAL
Polyester 420D TPU
DIMENSIONS (L X W X H)
220 x 65 x 45 mm
WEIGHT
95 g
MOUNTING
Universal with self gripping
straps or with screws
CAPACITY
0.4 L
ZIP
Water repellent zip
Ref. 7006

BAGS

UNIVERSAL PHONE HOLDER
Universal Smartphone Holder
The Universal Phone Holder is a universal, robust
smartphone holder, compatible with the Z Bike
Mount (supplied with the case).
The case is adapted to any phone between 65
and 100 mm wide and between 125 and 165 mm
high. The case contains 2 side clips and 2 silicone
clips. These are very hard and provide extra
support and very good shock absorption. Not
available in the U.S.A.

UNIVERSAL - Compatible with most
smartphones.

MATERIAL
Polycarbonate, Silicon
DIMENSIONS
165 x 68 mm
WEIGHT
88 g
COMPATIBLE PHONES
125 < Height < 165 mm
65 < Width < 100 mm

ROBUST - High hardness, shock absorbing
silicone.
ACCESSIBILITY - Clip your phone in and out
in seconds.

COMPATIBLE HOLDERS

COMPATIBLE HOLDERS - Z Bike Mount,
Z Handlebar Mount, Z Armband Mount,
Z Car Mount.
ROTATING - Adjustable angle in landscape or
portrait mode.

Ref. 7179
Ref. 7278 + Z Bike Mount

Z HANDLEBAR MOUNT

Z BIKE MOUNT

Z ARMBAND MOUNT

Z CAR MOUNT
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SAFETY

K-TRAZ M8 & M10
Chain Lock
The K-Traz is a chain lock with
reinforced steel mesh and a key
security system.

M10
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LEVEL OF SECURITY M8: 8/20
M10: 10/20
Use in a moderate risk
area.
Z SAFE - Powerful
double locking system.
High resistance against
impacts and twists.
TRANSPORT Wraps easily around the
bike frame.
PROTECTIVE COATING The chain is encased in
a fabric to protect the
bike's paintwork.
2 KEYS INCLUDED In case of loss.

M8

MATERIAL
Steel
MOUNTING
No, wraps easily
around the frame
KEY / CODE
2 Keys
DIMENSIONS
90 cm
K-TRAZ M8
DIAMETER
6 mm
WEIGHT
700 g
Ref. 4916

K-TRAZ M10
DIAMETER
8 mm
WEIGHT
1.2 kg
Ref. 4917

SAFETY

DOOBACK 2
Ideal rear view mirror for
straight and straight curved
handlebars

MATERIAL
Chrome ABS which is
unbreakable
MIRROR
Convex
ORIENTATION
Fully adjustable
WEIGHT
76 g
SIZE OF THE MIRROR
56 cm²
MOUNTING
Bar end fitting (left or
right) 16 mm - 22 mm /
0.6" - 0.9"
Ref. 4770L
Ref. 4770R

The Dooback II mirror can be folded away
and is ideal for leisure or city use whilst
also being compatible with e-Bikes. The
mirror is very large and is made in France
using an unbreakable material. It is easy to
position and fold away. The Dooback II is
available in two versions: right (ref 4770R)
or left (ref 4770L).

E-BIKE FRIENDLY Compatible electric bike.

FOLDABLE

LARGE MIRROR Great visibility.
8 ADJUSTMENT NOTCHES Ideal for straight and straight
curved handlebars.
SOLID MIRROR - The mirrors are
made of unbreakable ABS chrome
and therefore are not dangerous in
the event of a fall.
FOLDABLE - For storage and
protection of the mirror.
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HYDRATION

BOTTLE CAGE MOUNT
Bottle cage with built-in universal mount
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The Bottle Cage Mount was developed for people looking
for alternative ways to carry a bottle. It is a universal mount
built into the Pulse B2 twin-material bottle cage. The mount
can be fitted either on the handlebar, on the head tube or
on the seat post. It is a product for people who want easier
access to their bottle or for people who don't have fixing
studs for a bottle cage as is the case for most electricassisted bikes.
Finally, the mount is pre-mounted, making it easier to fit.

E-BIKE FRIENDLY - For bikes that have no studs
for bottle cages.
UNIVERSAL MOUNT - Can be fitted on a handlebar,
a head tube or a handlebar post.
PIVOTING SUPPORT - Possible to adjust it before mounting.
BI-MATERIAL BOTTLE CAGE - Resistant material
at its centre. Light and flexible on the outside.
OPTIMAL DESIGN - Easy bottle insertion and removal.

MATERIAL
Polyamide and
polyoxymethylene
BOTTLE CAGE MATERIAL
Technopolymer resin and
reinforced composite
materials
BOTTLE CAGE WEIGHT
30 g
Ref. 1795

HYDRATION

SENSE PRO 50
500 ml premium bottle
With a capacity of 500 ml, the Sense Pro 50 bottle shape is
designed for frames that lack space and access.

MATERIAL
Polypropylene
CAP MATERIAL
Polypropylene
COLOURS
Black grey - black green black blue
HEIGHT
161 mm
WEIGHT
71 g
CAP
Pro-Cap
CAPACITY
500 ml

Its over-moulded cover offers better grip on the bottle and its
double-closure Pro-Cap system makes it 100% watertight for
easier carrying. No more spilled drink on the bottle and on
the bike! The silicon push offers a pleasant sensation when
drinking. The quick-opening valve provides better-regulated
control of the liquid consumed without spillage due to
overflow.

ADAPTS TO ALL TYPES OF FRAME - Designed for frames
missing access (electric MTB, enduro MTB, Gravel).
PRO-CAP - Double-closure system for 100% watertight
transport.

Ref. 1554 (black grey)

ODOURLESS MATERIAL - The polypropylene material
keeps water clean and pure.

Ref. 1555 (black green)

SOFT PUSH - Soft push for a pleasant sensation while
drinking.

Ref. 1556 (black blue)
Ref. 1557
(black grey + Pulse Z2 bottle cage)

BPA-FREE - No Bisphenol-A, phtalates or other toxins used.
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HYDRATION

MAGNUM & MAGNUM PRO
High capacity bottle
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The Magnum bottle's 975 ml capacity
makes it possible to carry large amounts
of drink for long rides. The shape of the
Magnum is designed to be compatible with
most bottle cages (Zéfal or other brands).
The soft push guarantees a soothing
mouth sensation.

MATERIAL
Polypropylene
CAP MATERIAL
Polypropylene
CAPACITY
975 ml

MAGNUM
COLOURS
Black
HEIGHT
260 mm
WEIGHT
114 g
CAP
Soft-Cap

ODOURLESS MATERIAL The polypropylene material keeps water
clean and pure.

Ref. 1642

MAGNUM PRO

SOFT PUSH - Soft push for a pleasant
sensation while drinking.

COLOURS
Grey blue & black red

HIGH CAPACITY BOTTLE - 975 ml.

HEIGHT
270 mm
WEIGHT
120 g
CAP
Pro-Cap

BPA-FREE - No Bisphenol-A, phtalates
or other toxins used.
MAGNUM PRO
PRO-CAP - Double-closure system
for 100% watertight transport.

Ref. 1640 (grey blue)
SOFT CAP

PRO CAP

Ref. 1641 (black red)

HYDRATION

ARCTICA & ARCTICA PRO
ARCTICA 75

MATERIAL
Polypropylene
CAP MATERIAL
Polypropylene
HEIGHT
55: 215 mm / 75: 259 mm
WEIGHT
55: 100 g / 75: 135 g
CAPACITY
550 ml / 18 oz
750 ml / 25 oz
INSULATED BAG
Outside: metallic PET
and polyethylene foam /
Inside: white PE
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE
80°C - 176°F max
WITHOUT BPA
OR OTHER TOXINS
Ref. ARCTICA 55 : 1660 -> 1665

Insulated bottle
ODOURLESS - In polypropylene,
without smell.

ARCTICA PRO 55

MULTI LAYER INSULATED SYSTEM High performance insulated system for
keeping the temperature over 2.5 hrs.
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COLOURS FOR ARCTICA:
ARCTICA 55

BLACK

BLUE

CARIBBEAN
GREEN

ORANGE

LIGHT PINK

RED

COLOURS FOR ARCTICA PRO:

Ref. ARCTICA 75 : 1670 -> 1675
Ref. ARCTICA PRO 55 : 1667 -> 1669
BLACK

Ref. ARCTICA PRO 75 : 1677 -> 1679

BLUE

RED

MUDGUARD & PROTECTION

DEFLECTOR LITE FRONT
MTB front mudguard
Discrete and aesthetic, this front fender
was designed to protect the face from mud
spray, especially for downhill mountain
riders. Universal, it can be fixed to all types
of fork and also protects the fork plungers.
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LIGHT - Light and discreet mudguard.
FACE PROTECTION Design studies to prevent spray
on the face.
FORK PROTECTION - Side spoilers to
protect the sheaths from rising mud.
UNIVERSAL - Compatible with most
forks on the market.
PAINT PROTECTION - Supply of
"Skin Armor" protective strips.

MATERIAL
Polypropylene
DIMENSIONS
270 x 220 mm
WEIGHT
27g / 32g with zip-ties
WHEEL Ø
26'', 27.5'' & 29''
MOUNTING
Zip-ties
PROTECTION
Minimalist
MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED
TYRE WIDTH
3.0"
Ref. 2506

MUDGUARD & PROTECTION

DEFLECTOR LITE REAR
MTB rear mudguard
Discrete and aesthetic, this rear fender was
designed to protect the frame, seat clamp
and suspension. Universal, it is suitable for
all types of full suspension mountain bikes.

LIGHT - Light and discreet mudguard.

MATERIAL
Polypropylene
DIMENSIONS
235 x 160 mm
WEIGHT
18g / 23g with zip-ties
WHEEL Ø
26'', 27.5'' & 29''
MOUNTING
Zip-ties
PROTECTION
Minimalist
MAXIMUM
RECOMMENDED
TYRE WIDTH
3.0"
Ref. 2508

UNIVERSAL - The rear fender is specially
designed to be mounted on swingarms.
PAINT PROTECTION - Supply of
"Skin Armor" protective strips.
SHOCK ABSORBER PROTECTION Protects the frame, seat clamp and
suspension from mud spray.
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MUDGUARD & PROTECTION

TRAIL 65
Set of mudguards
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The Trail 65 is a set of mudguards
for front and rear wheels. The
mudguards fit all diameters of adult
bike wheels and to tyres with a width
of up to 2.4". The Trail 65 is the widest
mudguard in the Trail range. The
rear blade has an adjustable double
stay which guarantees reinforced
vibration-free fixture.

UNIVERSAL - Fit all diameters
of adult bike wheels.
WIDE TYRES - Designed for
tyres up to 2.4” in width.
MADE IN FRANCE - Made in
our Factory in France.

MATERIAL
Technopolymer resin
DIMENSIONS
560 mm / 660 mm - 65 mm
WEIGHT
360 g
WHEEL Ø
650b / 700c (28'') / 26'' /
27.5'' / 29''
MOUNTING
Standard-Fix +
Rods on the rear blade
PROTECTION
Very high
MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED
TYRE WIDTH
2.4''
Ref. 2438

MUDGUARD & PROTECTION

ARMOR TAPE
Bike protection tape
Armor Tape is a 1 metre self-adhesive tape to
cut to length depending on your bike protection
requirements. Extra thick, it resists to ripping, UV
light and temperature fluctuations.
Armor Tape is suitable for enduro and downhill
mountain riders who want to protect their bikes
from impacts and flying stones, but also for
some parts that are subject to shocks when the
bike is transported.

BETTER PROTECTION High resistant material. Thickness 1.8mm.
WASHABLE - Use jet pressure washer.
UNIVERSAL MOUNTING - Compatible with all frames.

MATERIAL
PU
THICKNESS
1.8 mm
SIZE
1 m x 25 mm
Ref. 2606

GLUE SHIELD TECHNOLOGY - High-resistance
adhesive. Doesn't damage paint or varnish.
HIGH RESISTANCE No rips, non-crack and secure attachment.
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INFLATION

PROFIL MAX FP65
Floor pump with a digital gauge
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The Profil Max FP65 floor pump is a high-quality
product manufactured at our factory in France.
The handle is made from wood and the body
from anodised aluminium. The hi-tech base is
reinforced using fibres ensuring that the vibrations
or high temperatures created during inflation are
absorbed. The Profil Max FP65 is fitted with a
digital pressure gauge for accurate and legible
pressure measurement.

Z-TURN - Screw-on intuitive connection, compatible
with Presta and Schrader valves.
or Z-SWITCH - Easy change from Presta to Schrader
or Dunlop via a simple switch.
HANDLE MADE FROM WOOD SOURCED IN FRANCE Wood sourced from sustainable forests. Robust and
high-quality.
DIGITAL PRESSURE GAUGE - Accurate and legible
pressure measurement.
LARGE REINFORCED BASE - Reinforced material
providing a high level of rigidity.
INTEGRATED LOCKING HOOK - For handle and hose.

CONNECTION
Z-Turn or Z-Switch
WEIGHT
1.1 kg
HEIGHT
670 mm / 26.4‘’
HANDLE MATERIAL
Natural beech wood
BARREL MATERIAL
Anodised aluminium
BASE MATERIAL
Reinforced composite
HOSE LENGTH
1100 mm / 43’’
GAUGE DIAMETER
70 mm / 3’’
PRESSURE
12 bar / 174 psi
ACCESSORIES
No
Ref Z-Turn : 1868
Ref Z-Switch : 0868

BIKE CARE

TUBELESS KIT
The Zéfal tubeless kit contains everything you
need for Tubeless in addition to Tubeless tyres:
specific self-adhesive rim tapes, Z-Sealant
puncture prevention sealant, conical valves
and valve tool. Our twin-material Tubeless
tapes were designed to guarantee remarkable
pressure resistance and durability. The addition
of elastomer adhesive makes it possible to stop
the sealant from infiltrating the rim. Finally,
their slight elasticity makes tapes fitting simpler
without any creases or bubbles.
TAPE LENGTH
9m
WIDTH
20 mm / 25 mm / 30 mm / 36 mm
RIMS
17-21 mm / 22-26 mm /
27-32 mm / 33-39 mm
VALVES
Presta 40 mm
Ref. 9365 (20 mm)
Ref. 9366 (25 mm)
Ref. 9367 (30 mm)
Ref. 9368 (36 mm)

SIMPLIFIED FITTING - Slightly elastic tapes.
DURABILITY - Very good pressure resistance.
Minimised infiltration risk.
REMOVABLE CONICAL VALVES Easy to add sealant into your tyre.
240 ML OF SEALANT INCLUDED Sufficient for up to 2 29” 3.0” wheels.
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